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In summary
●
●
●
●

Bitcoin and crypto in general have faced at least three major downturns between 2011
and 2022
So far, each of crypto’s bear markets has been followed by bull markets that reach new
all-time highs
Each of these crypto winters has been driven by specific circumstances but we can see
recurring patterns emerging
These patterns as well as analysis of the global macro landscape allow to make some
educated guesses about what’s coming next for crypto
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1. What’s a crypto bear market?
In investing, a "bear market" implies that a certain asset has experienced a downward price
movement for a sustained period of time. There are no clear-cut rules on how much the price
needs to go down or for how long it must stay below its recent high, but traditional asset classes
(e.g. stocks, bonds, real estate, commodities, etc.) follow these rules-of-thumb:
●
●

Significant volume The price falling 20% from a high-point is a good guideline.
Sustained in time. One day’s price movement up or down doesn’t constitute a bull or
bear market. The trend needs to be sustained over the course of some weeks.

The S&P 500 has fallen, on average, 34% during its 15 bear markets since 1900, typically lasting
~18 months. Due to Bitcoin and crypto being much more volatile than traditional asset classes, we
only considered periods of time when Bitcoin dropped 50% or more after reaching a new all-time
high for our analysis. This has happened four times since 2013, when CoinGecko began tracking
Bitcoin’s daily price movements. We've summarized these "bear markets" in the table below:

While narratives help to give context to each bull and bear market, overall economic activity is
one of the most important factors in driving investment into new technologies. The more
comfortable investors are about the economy, the greater the confidence they have in their
financial health, leading them to make more bets on higher risk/high return investments like
crypto. Thus, for each of the bear markets we have looked at the narratives driving the price
pullback, the health of the U.S. economy, and the growth of the global money supply.
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2. Crypto Winter 1.0: November 2013 to January 2015
When looking at the history of Bitcoin's bear markets, Crypto Winter 1.0 was the most significant
one – both in terms of price and narratives. In 2013, the price reached an all-time high of over
$1,100, one month after the FBI shut down Silk Road, the first modern “dark web” marketplace
where illegal goods and services could be bought and sold anonymously using Bitcoin.
For some people, the Silk Road experience left a stain on Bitcoin’s reputation. But it also showed
BTC had a legitimate use case: Cryptographically secure online payments. This drove a wave of
massive user adoption and awareness for the network. After Silk Road’s shutdown, adoption
slowed. Over the next 15 months, Bitcoin suffered its worst bear market ever, falling over 83%
from its peak, down to $178 per Bitcoin.
During Bitcoin's run up in 2013 and subsequent fall in 2014 and 2015, U.S. economic activity
spiked and then fell along with Bitcoin's price. Although less newsworthy than Silk Road, the U.S.
economy strengthened by 15% from November 2012 to November 2013,measured by the US
Purchasing Managers Index or “PMI,” while Bitcoin's price increased by over 9,000% during the
same period. Just as Bitcoin was peaking and Silk Road was shutting down, the PMI began to fall.
Over the next 18 months, the PMI fell by 16% and Bitcoin’s price fell by 63%.
In this first bear market, the negative Bitcoin narrative of Silk Road’s shutdown and the
negative U.S. economic news seemed to combine to drive down Bitcoin’s price.
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3. Crypto Winter 2.0: December 2017 to December 2018
Following Crypto Winter 1.0, the Bitcoin price stayed near the bear floor for around 259 days,
during which time the price fluctuated between $200 and $300. However, between January 2016
and January 2017, there was a price rally unlike anything that the market had seen before, with
BTC hitting a new all-time high of $19,497 on 12/16/2017. From the lowest price point to the
highest during the rally, the price went up 108x. Shortly after Bitcoin, Ether, and several other
cryptocurrencies hit new all-time highs. Crypto’s second most important bear market, coined
Crypto Winter 2.0, then began. Over the next 12 months, the price of Bitcoin fell over 83% from
its peak price of $19,947 to its trough near $3,200 per coin.

The promise of new, groundbreaking technologies drove the 2017 crypto run-up. Smart contracts
and their possibilities were in vogue as whitepapers detailing new world-changing use cases
were published daily. Business leaders across the world recognized the potential impact of
blockchain technologies. We saw extreme excitement for tokenized projects, driving high
valuations in initial token offerings (called ICOs or crowdfunds). Over $8.7B was raised through
ICOs in 2017 as startups took advantage of the abundance of optimism (and capital) flooding into
the crypto space.
Late in the 2017 bull run, the outlook for the space became less rosy, with two new factors
playing out:
1. The regulatory oversight increased, especially in the U.S.
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2. Industry players realized blockchain was still too complicated and technical for
mainstream use
The SEC started its ICO crackdown, issuing subpoenas to several companies. CryptoKitties
launched the first NFT collection while simultaneously congesting Ethereum to the point where
thousands of transactions were failing per day. This showcased the potential of the network, but
also exposed Ethereum's speed and scalability challenges.
Similar to Crypto Winter 1.0, the price of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies roughly followed
trends in U.S. economic health. From early 2016 until early 2018, there was a gradual rise in the
PMI that mirrored Bitcoin’s price. As can be seen in the chart below, PMI grew by 27% while
Bitcoin increased by 4,600%. Once economic activity began to waver in late 2017, Bitcoin's price
fell by over 80%. The PMI fell 11% during this same time period.
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4. Crypto Winter 3.0? March 2020 onwards
The Covid-19 pandemic caused most asset classes across the world to crash dramatically in
March 2020. Several governments worldwide responded to the severe decrease in economic
activity with drastic quantitative easing measures, including the U.S.
In the U.S., the Federal Reserve dropped short-term interest rates to post-financial crisis levels
and Congress approved large federal spending plans to offset the drop in citizens’ ability to earn
and spend money, and for businesses to operate normally. This led the US M1 money supply to
triple, from approximately $5T to over $15T in the span of just a few months. It also drove
immense growth in the U.S. economy, as the PMI grew by over 55% from its cycle trough in
March 2020 to its all-time high in March 2021. Bitcoin grew over 21.5x over this same time
period, reaching a new all-time high of over $64,000 in March of 2021.

In addition, crypto builders began delivering on some of the groundbreaking technologies
promised during the last cycle. 2020's DeFi Summer kicked things off, offering a glimpse of what
a decentralized banking sector might look like. This was characterized by token/protocol
launches of what are now some of the biggest blue chip DeFi projects in the world: decentralized
crypto-to-crypto exchanges Uniswap and Sushiswap, and decentralized peer-to-peer lending
dApps Aave and Compound either launched tokens or protocols during Summer/Fall 2020.
Then, in early 2021, non-fungible tokens rose to prominence, first through NBA Top Shot then
through Play-to-Earn games like Axie Infinity. As the potential of blockchain and cryptocurrency
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became more evident, institutional interest grew with the likes of Visa, Tesla, MicroStrategy,
PayPal, and several others entering the space.
Even with the growth of high-quality crypto use cases and influx of institutional capital and talent,
the industry could not withstand the turning economic tide. Since reaching another all-time high
above $69k in November 2021, Bitcoin has crashed over 65% to approximately $24k in
August 2022. What has occurred since November to cause this quick price collapse? First of
all, the U.S. PMI has fallen by over 18%, its economy has fallen into recession territory, and
global central banks have implemented policies targeted at cutting inflation (e.g. raising interest
rates, reducing spending), which consequently lowered global growth.
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5. Conclusion - Is this time different?
These negative macroeconomic fundamentals have shown no signs of reversing in the near
future so this Bitcoin and crypto bear market has the potential to become Crypto Winter 3.0. But
will it?
One thing that's become clear: crypto & Bitcoin's correlation to the US economy and the broader
US equity markets has continued to increase over time. A correlation trend has appeared
between BTC's price & the PMI Index: In the last two bear markets, the rolling 6-month
correlation coefficient describing BTC's performance vs. the PMI Index's performance first
becomes negative before becoming highly correlated. You can see this in the chart below:

This chart also makes it clear that this performance pattern did not occur during either of the first
two crypto winters, as the correlation between Bitcoin's performance and the health of the U.S.
economy wasn't as tight during these bear markets. We believe the increased correlation is
likely driven by increased institutional adoption. Institutions are much more affected by
macroeconomic factors like rising interest rates, inflation, and stock market moves than early
adopters and other crypto degens. Given that institutions have much more capital invested, their
purchases and sales of crypto have a large effect on price. Thus, as they have become more
involved in the space, their investment decisions have had a greater impact on crypto prices.
You can see how the correlation among the S&P 500 (proxy for US stock market) and Bitcoin
has increased during bear markets over time in the chart below. We measure this using the
rolling 12-month correlation coefficient between the S&P 500 and Bitcoin:
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Driven by the pandemic and the Russia-Ukraine war, a new macroeconomic paradigm has
formed. High inflation is back after a 30-year absence, and with it, much tighter monetary policies.
Interest rates have risen and remain elevated, and central banks around the world have stopped
injecting new money into the system. The era of plentiful dollars has come to an end, for now.
And that might mean persistently higher correlation among cryptocurrencies and the U.S. stock
market. In turn, this means crypto prices are likely to be driven more and more by
macroeconomic moves, particularly U.S. stock prices. This bear market is different, therefore, in
that macro trends have acquired unprecedented weight over the health of crypto markets.
The broader picture, however, is that crypto remains our best shot at improving how money and
finance work. As long as there will be room for crypto to innovate in this regard, there will be
room for it to grow and get back to bullish dynamics. As Paul Tudor Jones said, “Bitcoin is a bet
on human ingenuity and entrepreneurialism” – and this remains true, regardless of macro
movements.

THIS ARTICLE IS PROVIDED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. IT REPRESENTS THE VIEWS OF
THE AUTHOR(S) AND IT DOES NOT REPRESENT THE VIEWS OF OKCOIN OR OKX AND IS NOT
INTENDED TO PROVIDE ANY INVESTMENT OR LEGAL ADVICE, NOR SHOULD IT BE CONSIDERED AN
OFFER TO PURCHASE OR SELL DIGITAL ASSETS. DIGITAL ASSET HOLDINGS, INCLUDING
STABLECOINS, INVOLVE A HIGH DEGREE OF RISK, CAN FLUCTUATE GREATLY, AND CAN EVEN
BECOME WORTHLESS. YOU SHOULD CAREFULLY CONSIDER WHETHER TRADING OR HOLDING
DIGITAL ASSETS IS SUITABLE FOR YOU IN LIGHT OF YOUR FINANCIAL CONDITION.
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